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The problem
As astronomical archives are getting larger, so is the demand for smarter and richer services from the community. That is how the Virtual Observatory came about: to enable scientists to find and interpret the data they want, without knowledge of how it was obtained, without requiring them to read through the instrument documentation to understand archival data.

Meta-data is at the heart of the VO. Correct and precise meta-data enable the value of query services, and VO services in particular. However, the design of many large astronomical archives is still primarily focused on supporting acquisition and storage of data. This results in meta-data being spread across a complex mesh of sources (databases, text files, personal knowledge), with varying degrees of quality (in terms of completeness, correctness and precision), and with many operational constraints (one cannot risk locking the database with large queries, incorrect meta-data cannot always be corrected).

This complexity of the data sources alone makes building innovative services a daunting task. And as of 2009 the creation of true cross-archive science query services still remains an unreachable dream.

This leads to the following 2 conclusions: quality assurance should be a reusable effort, from which all (current and future) query services benefit; operational constraints suggests that queries services should be based on separate systems than the observatory operations.

Proposed solution
The proposed solution is built around a meta-data layer that shields the query services from the complexity of the data sources, and shields the data sources from the demands of the query services.

REST API
- / : Return the list of ids of all documents of the meta-data layer
- /top=/size Return the number of elements of the meta-data layer
- /change=since=ts Return the list of ids of documents which were modified since date ts
- /id= Return the document for this id or an HTTP 404 error if there is no document for this id
- /id?ts=ts Return the document for this id at version v or HTTP 404 error if there is no document for this version, e.g. /id=2009-06-24/09:07:03
- /id?top=timestamp Return the last version number of the document or an HTTP 404 error if there is no document for this id
- /id?top=history Return the list of previous versions number of the document or an HTTP 404 if there is no document for this id

JSON : Query result format
The content of the meta-data files are returned as JSON files. The files are semi-structured, based on schemas carefully defined for common types of documents (images, spectra, etc...), but also allowing the flexibility to add custom items specific to a subset of documents, e.g. for storing information items specific to a given telescope or instrument.

A multi-archive use case
The meta-data layer allows to completely decouple the roles of the meta-data providers and one of the services providers (query service, display service etc...). This unleashes the possibility of building cross-archives services using exactly the same principles (API+crawler) as for the single archive use case, provided that the various data centres adopt the same conventions for the service interface API.

The design and adoption of this API might well be the currently missing corner stone on which to build the rest of the VO.